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Lipomas, the typical fatty tumors that so commonly affect middle aged to older dogs, do 

not present a clinical challenge in most cases unless they grow to an extremely large size or 
cause clinical signs due to compression or strangulation of nearby organs. The typical 
subcutaneous lipoma has characteristic slow growth and can be easily distinguished from other 
soft tissue masses by cytology.  Histologically, lipomas have indistinct peripheral nuclei and a 
large amount of cytoplasmic fat. Marginal excision results in cure for these benign tumors. 

A variant of the typical lipoma is the intermuscular lipoma. This type of lipoma is large, 
well-circumscribed and often grows between two large muscles. The most common location is 
the caudal thigh, between the semi-membranosis and semitendonosis muscles. These lipomas are 
slow-growing, firm and fixed on palpation. They may cause lameness and surrounding muscle 
atrophy. Their radiographic and CT appearance show a fat density mass with no infiltration into 
surrounding tissues. When approached surgically, the tumors shell out without difficulty. Similar 
to subcutaneous lipomas, marginal resection often results in cure. Histologically, they are 
indistinguishable from other benign lipomas. 

A more sinister variety of lipoma is known as the infiltrative lipoma. This uncommon 
tumor is composed of well-differentiated adipose cells without features of malignancy or 
dysplasia. They cannot be distinguished from the typical lipoma on cytology. However, unlike 
typical lipomas, infiltrative lipomas are locally aggressive and commonly invade adjacent tissue, 
including bone, joint capsule, muscle, nerve, fascia and organs. This invasion can be seen on 
imaging modalities such as CT or MRI, although large portions of the tumors may appear no 
different than typical lipoma tissue. At surgery, finger-like extensions will invade into the 
adjacent tissues making it difficult to remove the mass. A “marbeling” effect may be evident in 
the adjacent muscle or tissue where the tumor invades. When incompletely excised these tumor 
will recur, and often recur more and more rapidly the more often they are excised. Treatment 
involves aggressive resection where possible to achieve clean margins. If margins are not 
achievable, adjuvant radiation has been used with good local control following marginal 
excision. 

Liposarcomas are malignant tumors arising from lipoblasts. They are easily distinguished 
from lipomas and infiltrative lipomas on cytology. They are often firm and poorly circumscribed. 
Cytopathology consists of malignant mesenchymal cells. They are locally invasive but typically 
slow to metastasize. Typical metastatic sites are liver, lung and bone. Treatment consists of wide 
excision. Marginal excision will result in rapid recurrence. Adjuvant radiation therapy is useful if 
clean margins cannot be achieved. 
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